You Are Invited to Experience a **LIVE** Hands-on Aesthetic Continuum

AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY

www.aestheticadvantage.com

212.794.3552

REGISTER EARLY AND SAVE!!
Hands-on Aesthetic Course—Observe over the shoulder or participate hands-on with a patient

Our 4-day program is spread over two weekends with a focus on comprehensive aesthetic and restorative dentistry. Through our lecture series, participating doctors are able to listen to lectures on step-by-step prep techniques, smile design principles, impression and cementation techniques, patient management, treatment planning, material selection, lab communication for a more predictable result, and more. On our first clinic day, participants may bring a patient and prep a live case or participate without a patient and observe over the shoulder up to 10 to 15 cases being prepped and temporized.

One month later, participants will return, and through our lecture series, listen to lectures on cementation, occlusion, advanced cases, and marketing. The following day they will seat their cases in clinic. Participants who chose to observe will watch over the shoulder 10 to 15 cases being inserted. It has been shown that the graduates of our long-running aesthetic/restorative programs have seen their practices grow and flourish even in these challenging economic times. Let us infuse your practice with a new philosophy and fine-tune your skills to become more confident and passionate about the practice of aesthetic dentistry, setting yourself apart from others in your community! CE Credits: 30

For tuition information, please contact us at 212.794.3552
(Mention code #495 and save upon enrollment)

FACULTY
Dr. Larry Rosenthal • Dr. Michael Apa • Dr. Jay Lerner • Dr. Kenneth Hamlett • Dr. George Kirtley • Dr. Alvin Neff • Dr. Marc Schlenoff • Dr. Harry Long • Dr. James Ciancarelli • Dr. Dean Vafiadis

Participating Ceramist: Jason Kim, Dental Aesthetics

SPONSORS